Welcome to the Extraschooling

7-Day
~ Four C’s ~

Challenge

💡

Take a Minute to Think Critically
&
Explore Your World

Welcome!
My favorite way to learn is to explore: I like to happen upon a subject that strikes my fancy,
toss it around a bit, ask some questions, test some hypotheses, and see how it relates to me and to
real life. Extraschooling has evolved from this methodology and looks to inspire, get people
thinking and talking, and then to weave in the 4 C’s I find so important in life: curiosity, creativity,
communication, and compassion.
If I am curious, I’m noticing the world around me in an interactive way, wondering, probing,
and experimenting. If I’m creative, I can find new paths and come up with solutions to problems I
encounter. If I can communicate, I can find help when I need it and offer my knowledge to others; I
can voice problems and concerns, advocate for what I believe in, and help navigate
misunderstandings. If I am compassionate, I can place myself in the shoes of others and view life in
multiple ways, rather than just through my own perspective, and care enough to put my other skills
to use to pave a better road forward for myself and my global community.
That is, in a nutshell, what a well-rounded education strives for: to help us wonder and
think, to solve problems and be inventive, be able to express ourselves as well as truly listen, and to
be caring and considerate of the people, creatures, and spaces around us. There are a lot of ways to
reach these goals, and this is a small sample of a way I try to go about it.
The first page of each challenge day is to plant a seed of a thought. Consider the
information and questions, then see what they bring to mind, including questions of your own.
Talk about it over dinner, or spend a week chasing down any interests that were sparked (while this
is a 7-day challenge, it definitely does not need to be seven consecutive days!) Then, at your leisure,
look through the 4 C’s page that follows each. Pick any or all suggestions to dive into when and
how you want, or think how you would approach the challenge topic through the lens of those four
terms yourself. Again, make it a 5-minute project or run with it - there is no wrong way to explore.
Lastly - this stemmed from me asking my son what he would study every day if he designed
his own school, so… What would your 7 things be? Maybe you could make your own challenge!
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Thank you!
I’m thrilled you visited and tried this packet out. I hope you’ve had fun with all the challenge
days - does it have you thinking about your own now? Were there certain ideas you found more
interesting, activities more up your alley, or a favorite out of the four C's? Feel free to reach out,
connect, and share your thoughts - at www.extraschooling.com, or on Extraschooling's Facebook
or Instagram page.
There are far more activities and ideas to be found on the website as well; if you enjoy
exploratory and creative learning as much as I do, be sure to check out the other free downloads,
try something from the Learning Ideas page, pop by the Bookstore page, or search Amazon with
keyword Extraschooling.
Always stay curious!
~ JAS

